


"These Were The People

Investigating Hillary": Trump

Escalates War With FBI

FBI CHARGED WITH COVERING UP CRIMES OF OBAMA
AND CLINTON

It has been a scorched earth weekend in the PR war

between Donald Trump and the FBI.

In the aftermath of the report that the FBI’s top lawyer -

and suspected FBI leaker - James Baker, had been

reassigned, and at the same time as news hit that FBI

Deputy Director Andrew McCabe was set to retire as a result

of the "Trump Insurance Policy" debacle (but only once

he becomes eligible for pension benefits), Trump lashed out

at top FBI officials on Saturday and Sunday, his latest in a

stream of criticism aimed at an agency that has seen a

sudden spike in high profile departures after Peter Strzok's

publicly disclosed text message revealed a stunning climate

of extreme anti-Trump bias at the FBI - including one still to

be determined "Trump Insurance Policy" - just as Trump had

suggested all along. 

Trump swiped at multiple agency officials in a string of

tweets Saturday afternoon, suggesting that FBI Deputy

Director Andrew McCabe may have been compromised by

political donations and ripping former FBI Director James

Comey as a leaker.
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"How can FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, the man in

charge, along with leakin’ James Comey, of the Phony

Hillary Clinton investigation (including her 33,000 illegally

deleted emails) be given $700,000 for wife’s campaign by

Clinton Puppets during investigation?" Trump tweeted.

The tweet was followed moments later by a comment on

reports that McCabe is looking to retire from the bureau in

the coming months as reported yesterday, in the aftermath

of the "Trump Insurance Policy" fiasco. Trump noted that

McCabe may seek retirement in March, when he would

receive his full pension benefits. Trump wrote that the

deputy bureau chief was "racing the clock to retire with full

benefits," adding, "90 days to go?!!!"

How can FBI Deputy Director Andrew
McCabe, the man in charge, along with
leakin’ James Comey, of the Phony Hillary
Clinton investigation (including her 33,000
illegally deleted emails) be given $700,000 for
wife’s campaign by Clinton Puppets during
investigation?
12:27 PM - Dec 23, 2017
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Rounding off the Saturday tweetstorm was a reference to

reports that James Baker, the FBI's top lawyer, had been

reassigned. Trump reacted to that development with a

simple "Wow" on Twitter, though news of Baker's

reassignment had surfaced days earlier.

The tweets Saturday from Trump, who has repeatedly

jabbed at McCabe by citing his wife's ties to prominent

Democrats, came after the FBI deputy testified for many

hours behind closed doors on Capitol Hill this week,

responding to questions from lawmakers on three

congressional panels probing the Trump campaign's ties to

Russia and the bureau's work. As we reported,

Congressional investigators said that McCabe dodged

questions on the "Trump-Russia" dossier, and his testimony

"contained numerous conflicts with the testimony of

previous witnesses" so much that the House Intelligence

Committee is planning to issue new subpoenas next week to

Justice Department and FBI Personnel.
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“It’s hard to know who’s telling us the truth,” said one

House investigator after McCabe’s questioning - which was

reportedly spearheaded by Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-SC).  When

asked about funding for the "Trump dossier", McCabe

claimed he could not recall whether or not the Clinton

campaign and the DNC funded the report - despite the

alleged existence of documents which McCabe signed

establishing his knowledge of its financing and

provenance.  Curiously, ahead of McCabe's Thursday

appearance in front of the House Judiciary Committee for a

"transcribed interview," the DOJ announced that FBI Deputy

Director Andrew McCabe "will not be in a position to discuss

matters that are within the scope of the investigation of

Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller III."

On Sunday, Trump's feud with the FBI resumed, when the

president used a tweet to quote Fox, stating that that FBI’s

Andrew McCabe, “in addition to his wife getting all of

this money from M (Clinton Puppet), he was using,

allegedly, his FBI Official Email Account to promote

her campaign. You obviously cannot do this. These were

the people who were investigating Hillary Clinton.”

.@FoxNews-FBI’s Andrew McCabe, “in
addition to his wife getting all of this money
from M (Clinton Puppet), he was using,
allegedly, his FBI Official Email Account to
promote her campaign. You obviously cannot
do this. These were the people who were
investigating Hillary Clinton.”
4:25 AM - Dec 24, 2017
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To be sure, Democrats argue that the Republican criticisms

of McCabe and the FBI are an effort to undermine Mueller

as his investigation ramps up, and to give Trump cover

should he try to remove Mueller, a step the White House

insists is not on the table. Adam Schiff, the ranking

Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee, responded

to Trump's criticisms Saturday afternoon. "FBI would set a

dangerous precedent if it forced out dedicated career public

servants in capitulation to Trump and (White House)

pressure," Schiff tweeted. "President has already removed

one top FBI leader — Comey — over Russia; McCabe would

be another."

None other than James Comey, now in active marketing

mode for his upcoming book, tweeted that "Sadly, we are

now at a point in our political life when anyone can be

attacked for partisan gain. James Baker, who is stepping

down as FBI General Counsel, served our country incredibly

well for 25 years & deserves better. He is what we should all

want our public servants to be" to which some twitter

commentators had a sarcastic response...
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As a reminder, what really happened according to the

Washington Post, Baker, the FBI's general counsel,

communicated with Mother Jones reporter David Corn in the

weeks leading up to the November 2016 election. Corn was

then the first to report the existence of the Trump dossier

on Oct. 31.

Meanwhile, some Republicans have called for McCabe's

ouster, accusing him of political bias, particularly over the

fact that his wife received hundreds of thousands of dollars

in contributions to her 2015 Virginia state Senate campaign

from a super PAC led by a Clinton ally. At the same time,

Benjamin Wittes, a fellow at the Brookings Institution and

friend of Comey, cautioned in a tweet on Saturday that the

deputy director's exit from the FBI may not be part of any

kind of larger "purge" at the bureau. Then again, if more

evidence of FBI collusion against Trump emerges, the

"purge" - or the draining of the FBI/DOJ swamp as

some have dubbed it - may just be getting started.

Further stoking the PR war between Trump and the FBI, a

number of Republican lawmakers have questioned the FBI's

objectivity and fairness in recent months, particularly

regarding McCabe's work at the agency, while recent

revelations that FBI Peter Strzok - who was in charge of the

FBI's probe into Hillary's email server and was leading the

investigation into Trump's Russian collusion - had sent text

messages critical of Trump during the presidential race, only

served to undescore speculation that the FBI may have

been the critical cog in the "deep state's" plan to avoid a

Trump presidency.
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